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New Features
• Dark Workspace

• Faster Response

• More Step-by-Step 

Guidance



New—Guided Edit

• Step-by-Step 

Guidance.

• Detailed description

of how to make

changes.

• Before and After images.

• Easier to learn because it is less 

intimidating to try something new.



Improved Selection Tool

• Quick Selection Tool

– Select ―Quick Selection Tool‖. 

– Click ―New Selection‖ brush and brush size.

– Drag over colors to 

select.

– Use ―Add‖ or 

―Subtract‖ brushes to

fine tune.



Selection Tool in Action

• Ease of selection makes it simple to 

combine part of one image into another.



Other New Features

• Smart Albums are new.

– Can set selection criteria such as Camera, 

Date, Date range, File Name or others.

– Automatically adds or deletes images as you 

work.

• Clone Stamp now has an overlay.

– Makes it easier to see what will happen 

before you click.



Improved PhotoMerge

• Combines best faces from several photos.

• Creates panoramas from several photos.



Easy to Create Projects

• High quality projects can 

be created with only a 

few clicks.

– Photo Book

– Calendar

– Collage

• Defaults look good, but 

plenty of options to 

customize.



Enhanced Sharing

• Easy to reduce file 

size for convenient 

e-mailing.

• Can add message 

and addressees in 

PSE.



Face Recognition Software

• Finds all faces in selected images

• Makes tagging easy

• Surprisingly accurate



Should You Buy PSE 6.0

• If you haven’t bought PSE yet, version 6.0 

is easier to learn than previous versions—

GO FOR IT!

• If you have 5.0, upgrading is not essential.

• If you have 4.0 (as I did), upgrading is a 

noticeable improvement.

• If you take videos with your still camera or 

want to burn DVDs, consider getting the 

package that includes Premiere Elements.



Editing with 

Photoshop Elements

• Photoshop Elements (PSE) is the industry 

standard for organizing and editing 

images.

• PSE is extremely powerful.

• The number of options in PSE Editor is 

mind-boggling.  Don’t be overwhelmed, 

just start working on the things you know.

– Don’t be afraid to try something—you can 

always undo or revert to your original image. 



Getting Started in PSE Editor

• In PSE Organizer, select an image you want 

to try editing.

• The Fix tab (Edit toolbar in earlier versions) 

sends you to either Quick Fix, Full Editor 

(can use Ctrl-I) or Guided Edit. 

– If not already open, the software will load 

automatically.

• I prefer Full Editor. It has all the automatic 

functions, but allows more control.



Saving Edited Images

• When you have finished editing, there are 

several options:

– Close without saving if you don’t like the 

results.

– Save as a new copy of the original.

– Save over the original image—Dangerous.

– Save in a Version Set with the original.

• Recommend keeping the original image 

until you are very sure you don’t need it.



Saving a Version Set
• Check ―Save in 

Version Set with 

Original.‖

• The edited version is 

linked to the original 

and displayed in the 

Organizer with the 

edited version on top.

• An icon and lighter 

gray outline indicate 

the existence of a 

Version Set.

• Click the arrow or right 

click on thumbnail to 

reveal items in version 

set.



• We will discuss all of the following tools.

– They are the same in all versions of PSE.

• Suggest you use them in this order.
– Straighten

– Crop

– Levels

– Lighting

– Dodge/Burn

– Clone

– Redeye Removal

Basic Editing Tools

Basic Fixes

Adjust Exposure

[Adjust Color]

Minor Touch-up



Straighten an Image

Select Grow or Shrink 

Canvas to Fit

• Drag a horizontal line, or…

• Control-drag a vertical line near the 

center of the image.

• Straightening happens automatically.

• If necessary, use clone tool to fill in 

blank space.

Select the 

Straightening Tool



Crop an Image

Select the cropping tool.

Set cropped dimensions 

based on planned output 

format.







Crop an Image

• Drag to create the cropping 

frame, then move it around 

to optimize aesthetic issues.

• Check to see if image has 

enough resolution to be 

sharp after the planned 

cropping by expanding 

cropped image to roughly fill 

the screen using Ctrl+.

• Double click inside final 

image or click the green 

check to accept cropping.



Check Image Resolution

After Cropping 
• Image/Resize/Image 

Size will lead to the 

Image Size box.

• Can change image size 

to check resolution or 

set resolution to see 

available size.

• Lower corner of edit 

screen also shows 

image resolution.

• If resolution is 

unsatisfactory, undo 

and try again.



Levels
• Levels can dramatically improve pictures that 

have problems with most of the image.

– Under- or over-exposure

– A white cast from shooting into the sun.

– A white cast caused by dirty air, mist, etc.

– A grey, overcast day.

• Levels is so powerful, you should try it first before 

trying other methods to improve an image.

• Use Enhance/Adjust 

Lighting/Levels

or Ctrl+L.



Levels Uses the Histogram

of the Image

• This image was taken on a cloudy day of a 
very misty waterfall.

• The histogram shows how
many pixels are at each
level from black to white. 

– There are no pixels at
either end of the scale. 

– The image is well-exposed,
but looks grey.

• Check Preview, then try Auto.



Levels (cont’d)

• Levels stretches the 
histogram so that for
each color, the darkest
pixels are black and
the lightest pixels are
white.

• Compare before and 
after images by toggling 
the Preview option.

– Sometimes you get a
dramatic improvement.



Original Image



Adjusted Levels Image



Levels (cont’d)

• Levels automatically adjusts the Red, 

Green & Blue histograms separately.

– In some images, a color shift can occur.

– For example, an 

image from Africa

where everything is

shades of tan, can

cause problems.

• Manual adjustments

retain color balance.



Manual Levels Adjustments

• Move the Black and the White triangles to about 
where the first pixels occur.

• Then try adjusting the 
grey triangle for effect.
– The grey triangle always 

starts at value 1.00, which
is usually pretty good.

• Toggle Preview at each
step.

• Use your creative
judgment.



• Deep shadows

occur in sun

without fill flash.

• Use Enhance/

Adjust Lighting/

Shadows/High-

lights to correct.

• Try different settings

to find best result.

―Adjust Lighting‖ Corrects

Highlights & Shadows

Original Photo            Shadows Lightened 30%



Cloning Allows You to 

Remove Distractions

• A dramatic view of the Swiss Alps

—except

for the 

street light.

• It can be

quickly 

removed.



Cloning (cont’d)

• Select Cloning Stamp.

• Select Stamp size/edge. 

• Set Opacity to 100%.

– Use lower numbers 

to blend colors/lighting.

• Check Aligned.

• Enlarge image for convenience (Ctrl+).

• Clone stamp can copy an appropriate part of the 

nearby image, then paste it over the light pole.



Cloning (cont’d)

• Greatly enlarged image shows 

curving light pole.

• Select source area below pole by 

Alt-Left Click.

• Move stamp onto the pole, then 

Left Click.

– Note both dark and light areas are 

pasted, continuing the background 

pattern. 

– As cloning stamp moves, the 

source area moves with it.
Source Area

Cloned Area



Right Click Dodge/Burn Tool (   ,    ,    ).

Dodge and Burn Changes 

Exposure in a Small Area

• Select Dodge to lighten, Burn to darken.

• Select the brush size and softness of edge.

• Select whether the tool should operate on     
Shadows, Highlights or Midtones.

• Select amount of exposure per pass.

– Multiple small changes are easier to control.

• Drag over area to adjust exposure.





Dodge and Burn Changes 

Exposure in a Small Area

Original Image Image After Burning to 

Bring Out Detail in 

Background

Image After Burning 

Background & 

Dodging to Lighten 

Face



Red Eye Removal

First, 

select the 

―Eye‖ to 

activate 

the tool 

• Click the Auto 

button to let 

PSE find and 

fix red-eyes.

• If unsatisfac-

tory, click on 

a red pupil or 

drag a box 

around an 

entire eye.

• In all cases, 

PSE fixes the 

red eye.

Note:

PSE can 

find and 

correct 

red eye 

as photos 

are 

uploaded 

from 

camera.







Red Eye Removal (cont’d)

• You can adjust the pupil 

size that is darkened.

• You can adjust the amount 

of darkening that occurs in 

the pupil—typically 50-

100% is good.

• This eye was darkened 

only 1%. It is surprisingly 

dark, but not as realistic.

• Note that highlights are 

retained.



Summary

• Many images can be improved modestly—

some dramatically.

• PSE is powerful, but reversible. Don’t be 

afraid to try things. That’s how you learn.

• Beware of over-enhancing, which can 

cause image to appear artificial.

• Keep your original image. 

– You may want to work on it in the future when 

you learn new techniques.



Practice Editing

• Demonstrate editing tools 

• Techniques are very similar for all versions 

of Photoshop Elements.


